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Astrology exploits the vulnerability of the human mind and cannot be taught as a mainstream course by universities ...
No pseudoscience, please
If the underpinnings of the BJP’s 2017 mandate were contextual rather than absolute, the party could be dislodged ...
Decoding the political battle for Uttar Pradesh
MS Dhoni was an icon whose significance transcended the cricket field. Coming from a humble background and a cricketing backwater he became a symbol of an aspirational India. Subscriber Exclusive news ...
The Dhoni phenomenon
The Vishwa Hindu Parishad flags different Total Fertillity Rates (TFR) between Hindu and Muslim communities in some States.
VHP raises objection to U.P. population Bill
It is obvious that lately there’s an increasing number of people interested in Bollywood, their artist, music, and culture, but have you noticed that a considerable big part of those news enthusiasts ...
Research: How is Bollywood getting smoothly into occident k-pop music scene thanks to the hallyu waves followers.
Ministers, politicians, cricketers, film journalists and celebrities can finally breathe easy about being ambushed by Ajith fans asking for Valimai updates. Finally, the makers of Valimai, starring ...
Ajith fans finally get their wish; first look of Valimai released
Given a choice between jobless growth and a growthless job, Indians are choosing the former, and their preferred sector for jobless growth is beard development. While men are growing their own beards, ...
The importance of being jobless
It is indeed true that unlike more frequent disasters such as cyclones, earthquakes and floods, a pandemic that has hit every country is not a one-time calamity, but an ongoing and prolonged ...
Relief and recompense: On ex gratia for the pandemic-hit
Shiller, another Nobel laureate, attributes this phenomenon of creating a possible bubble to irrational exuberance. And bubbles are seldom long lasting and burst sooner rather than later. When bubbles ...
A bubble burst is no figment of the imagination
Tinder’ may not be an ideal space for a 13-year-old to be, but many schoolgoers are busy swiping left or right on the dating app. As schools and universities remain closed, students are becoming ...
Students caught in a Web of dating apps, porn sites
Pakistan’s parliament on July 12 passed a bill criminalising torture and preventing custodial killings by police or other government officials. The Torture and Custodial Death (Prevention and ...
Pakistan parliament passes bill criminalising torture, custodial deaths
“This is such an unusual phenomenon that has occurred. But I don’t think the change of season will have long-term epidemiological effects, they will go back to the regular seasonal impact in a ...
Explained | What is ‘immunity debt’, and is it caused by coronavirus lockdowns?
Sky gazers are in for a celestial treat as mars, venus and the moon are set to line up for a “triple conjunction” that can be viewed with the naked eye today. Nehru Planetarium will be organising a ...
Sky gazers in for a celestial treat today
Nattuvanar Rajarathnam Pillai cannot be remembered by erasing the hereditary practice or practitioners he represented, says his granddaughter ...
Remembering Rajarathnam Pillai on his 90th birth anniversary
UP's one-child policy norm in the draft proposal is likely to lead to furthering of the imbalance between different communities and contraction of the population as well ...
UP Population Control Bill: VHP says one-child policy will lead to 1-2-4 phenomena. Know what it is
A team of researchers of the department of zoology has found that a parasite, named Tetracotyl Wayanadensis, that lives in the internal organs of freshwater fish, blocks or reduces the host’s ...
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